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**Abstract:**

An infinitely variable transmission (IVT) for instructional purposes was designed and built. The type of IVT constructed was an input coupled power split transmission with a hydrostatic transmission used as the variable unit. Components for the IVT have been chosen based on creating a model to teach students the function and operating characteristics of an IVT. The IVT was constructed on a wheeled cart to provide mobility. Visibility was a key to determine placement of components. The IVT cart was built to connect to a dynamometer for output power, torque, and speed measurement. The IVT was instrumented so that input torque and speed as well as hydraulic oil pressures, temperature, and pump swash plate position were monitored. The displacement of the hydrostatic transmission is controlled by a stepper motor. Through a controller area network system, all variables and parameters can be displayed; with a personal computer connected, data logging can be accomplished easily. Example laboratory handouts were created to streamline instruction and assess comprehension of presented and illustrated concepts.

**Application:**

The IVT will be used as a laboratory training device for ASM 345/ABE545 (Off Road Vehicle Design), ABE 435 (Hydraulics), and ABE 460 (Sensors and Controls)